
Teachers’ NotesWelsh writing in English

Do not go gentle
– by Dylan Thomas –

For more information on Dylan Thomas, see https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poet/
dylan-thomas
Do not reveal this poem is a villanelle at first, as this is discussed in a later activity. 

A

Learners could be given a quick reminder if needed:

Verbs in the imperative mood are often used for giving orders and requests: Close the 
door please. Don’t tell anyone. Verbs in the imperative use the infinitive of the verb 
without ‘to’. To go  Go!

Verbs in sentences which are statements are not in the imperative mood: They close the 
barrage when there is a tidal surge.

The verbs in the imperative mood are urgent requests to his father.

The sentences which are statements are presented as matters of fact. (However, some of 
these sentences include both types of verb.)

B

Learners should be encouraged to explain precisely why they think the metaphor they 
have chosen is particularly appropriate for the adjective (in red). They may well need 
time for focused discussion in groups to explore the implications of the metaphor they 
choose.

C

Learners can explore the attitude of mind Dylan Thomas is asking his father to adopt 
while facing up to his mortality.
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D

A possible set of rules is as follows:
Use nineteen lines.
Use ten syllables in each line.
Use only two rhymes.
Use ABA rhyming in all stanzas except the last. In the last stanza use ABAA.
Repeat the first line of the first stanza as the third line of stanzas 2, 4 and 6.
Repeat the last line of the first stanza as the last line of stanzas 3, 5 and 7.

At some point learners can be reminded/informed about the technical term: villanelle.
It may be worthwhile to set the learners a challenge to see if anyone can come up with 
a complete set of foolproof rules, insisting that every rule in the list above must be 
included in some way.

According to information from https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/text/poetic-form-
villanelle: 
‘Using capitals for the refrains and lower-case letters for the rhymes, the form could be 
expressed as:
A1 b A2/ a b A1/ a b A2/ a b A1/ a b A2/ a b A1 A2.’

E

Teachers are advised to listen to the readings in advance to decide which aspects might 
be worth raising with their particular group. The change in tone for the final stanza is 
one such area for discussion.

F

Other words in the poem such as ‘rage’ may lead to some logical comparisons. In terms 
of adjective and adverb, learners can experiment with reading part or all of the poem 
with ‘gently’ instead of ‘gentle’, and comment on the difference in effect.

Learners can be reminded, where appropriate, that the grammatical pattern is that 
adjectives usually modify nouns, while adverbs usually modify verbs. They can then 
discuss why they think Dylan Thomas chose to break the usual pattern here.

These Teachers’ Notes, provided to support the teaching and learning of GCSE English 
Literature, contain some ideas which teachers could use to stimulate discussion and debate, in 
conjunction with other materials and sound classroom teaching. Context is not assessed in this 
non-examination assessment. We cannot guarantee the accuracy of external websites.


